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WHAT’S NEW
Ultimate Proposition for Productivity

Spring is in the air; that means rebirth and inspiration. In this
edition, TT-Times introduces TaeguTec’s game-changing marketing strategy that puts the customer first, three brand new
tools that cut on cost and increase productivity, plus a lot more.
So download this edition and use it for when you need a break
from the outdoors and need to be inspired. Managing Editor

FACEBOOK

Fully integrated philosophy that incorporates profitability, increased productivity
and expert knowhow in order to stay ahead of the competition.
Read More

Languages
Added on
TT-Times

TT Videos
Anytime

Italian, Polish languages added.

View

Incredible machining videos on
YouTube.
Subscribe and Enjoy

SUCCESS STORY — Suitable for grooving, parting, lateral turning and chamfer machining; the
QuadRush's unique four cutting edge insert line allows for excellent performance and repeatability on
multiple applications making it the economical and
efficient cutting tool. Check out Facebook for this
and more success stories.
CLICK HERE FOR TAEGUTEC FACEBOOK SITE

PICTURE OF THE
MONTH

NEW PRODUCTS
Slotting with New 3-edge Mill Grooving Inserts
TaeguTec launched a new line of economic mill
grooving inserts and cutters to optimally perform
slot-machining across a wide range of industries
including automotive and aerospace where the production of hydraulic components and precision
groove milling is required.
Read More

Chase2Hepta Line Expanded to 6mm Inserts
The Chase2Hepta 6 mm size inserts and cutters are
now available to meet the challenges posed by technical trends in forging and casting technologies
which is demanding higher productivity and economical tools that can handle lower depth of cut
conditions.
Read More

Mill2Rush ML Geometry for Difficult Materials

Click Picture for More Views

FAST & FURIOUS — Emirati female police officers pose in front of Ferrari (R) and Lamborghini (L)
police vehicles at the foot of the Burj Khalifa tower
in Dubai. The Ferraris, a recent addition to Dubai’s
police car fleet, are reserved for policewomen. The
introduction of luxury Italian cars to the police force
is seen as a sign of economic recovery in the Gulf
emirate.
AFP

With the expansion of the Mill2Rush family of cutters, the new geometry selection widens the application range of the 6NGU line with improved performance on a variety materials and conditions. The
“ML” chip former was adapted for low power consumption machines.
Read More

ENGINEERING
JOKE

VIDEO VIEW
News Report of Opening of New Turkish Plant
TaeguTec opened a new manufacturing plant in the
crossroads of both continents. The Turkish factory
is producing tight tolerance tools that will be delivered quicker than the competition.
Watch Video | Photo Tour | Read Story

PHOTO GALLERY
Look Back at the Int’l English Seminar
With spring in the air and the advent of a slew of
customer seminars, TT-Times takes a look back at
fall 2013’s international English speaking seminar
which attracted over 100 industry leaders from Europe, the Middle East, North America, the Pacific
Islands and Southeast Asia.
View Pictures

COOL
STUFF

Joke Two
Reaching the end of a job interview, the Human
Resources Manager asked the young engineer
fresh out of university, "And what starting salary were you looking for?"
The engineer said, "In the neighborhood of
$100,000 a year, depending on the benefit's
package."
The HR Manager said, "Well, what would you
say to a package of $200,000 a year, 5 weeks
vacation, 14 paid holidays, full medical and
dental, company matching retirement fund to
50% of salary, and a company car leased every
2 years - say, a red Mercedes?"
The engineer sat up straight and said, "Wow!!!
Are you joking?"
And the HR Manager said, "Of course, ...but
you started it."

10 Weird Inventions That Made Millions
This list explores the more unusual and perplexing products of human
creativity, the kind that made a ton of money. It examines how they
capitalized on novelty, how profitable they grew and how well (or
poorly) some of them have aged. Who knows? Maybe a gadget from
this gallimaufry will inspire your own flash of genius.
Visit Site

VIDEOCAST

AMAZING VIDEO

DrillRush Enjoyed on TaeguTec Radio
The most versatile drills in the industry
presented in a fun and informative
manner with artistically attractive pictures and informative machining videos.
VideoCast | Download MP3 | Info
AMAZING TALENT — Compilation of some amazing
stunts people do; perfect to watch when you are bored or
feeling less than inspired.
Watch Video
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